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Chapter 1: Understanding Question Answer Relationships
- Right There
- Think & Search
- Author & Me
- On My Own

Chapter 2: How to Teach QAR Lessons: A Six-Step Model – guide pg. 58
1. Explicit Explanation
2. Modeling
3. Guided Practice
4. Coaching
5. Independent Application
6. Self-Assessment & Goal Setting

Chapter 3: How QAR Frames Comprehension Instruction
QAR and the Reading Cycle in a Middle School Classroom – pg. 71
6 Categories of Comprehension Strategies – pg. 74 & 75
Aligning Strategies with QAR – pg. 76-77

Chapter 4: Teaching QAR Across Grades and Content Areas – samples from different grade levels

Chapter 5: QAR and Test Preparation – Using QAR to frame test preparation activities

Chapter 6: The Benefit of Whole-School Adoption of QAR

Chapter 7: Teacher Study Group Guide